Harry Whittington was a palaeontologist of distinction who progressed through academic life from a modest background in the midlands to become an authority on trilobites, and was the scientist who led the re-evaluation of the cambrian faunas of the Burgess Shale. His studies of silicified trilobites revealed an array of previously unknown morphological details, and identified larval features of many species for the first time, with implications for the classification of the group as a whole. He recognized patterns in the distribution of ordovician trilobites that anticipated a revolution in palaeobiogeography after the application of plate tectonic theory to the lower Palaeozoic. the Burgess Shale project cast new light on the early evolution of complex life on earth. Whittington had a career of exceptional longevity, which reached its acme long after the age of normal retirement and continued almost without a break to his ninetieth year. He was a professor both at Harvard University and in the University of cambridge, and inspired a generation of palaeontologists who became well known in their own right. His meticulous reconstructions of cambrian animals, based on his insistence on facts before speculation, revealed the morphological complexity that was already present in the cambrian world, especially among arthropods, and provided evidence of curious designs that seemed to be far removed from those of organisms still living. He set the standard for the description and naming of organisms preserved in Konservat-Lagerstätten, those rare occurrences with fossils of soft-bodied organisms. the origination of the major living animal groups by the cambrian was established by this work, which documented the cambrian evolutionary 'explosion' in detail for the first time.
means living in Handsworth, today an inner city part of Birmingham with many social problems, but then a solid suburb wedded to manufacture. His father, also Harry, was a gunsmith employed in the Birmingham business belonging to his own father, thomas. Harry senior died in the influenza epidemic that followed hard on the war, when his son was only two years old, so the younger Harry had no memories of him. His mother, edith mabel Blackmore , donated her maiden name to her son, who was often referred to as 'Harry B.' by his students decades later. Harry had an older sister, edith mary , who married, had children and stayed all her life in Birmingham. times were very hard for the Whittington family in the aftermath of war. their maternal grandparents, William and Fanny, shared the same house, and Harry had fond memories of helping his grandfather in the garden; gardening was to remain his pleasure into old age. there was a supportive extended family. He was close to his uncle William-his grandfather's eldest son, and like him a tailor-whose son antony was Harry's best childhood friend. it was a supportive milieu, even if there was little money to spare. the church played an important part. the family were loyal methodists. Harry's maternal grandfather, William augustus Pratt Blackmore, to give him his full name, was half of richards & Blackmore, tailors, of 33 colmore row, Birmingham. He was also one of the founders of lozells Street methodist mission, at which Harry attended three services every Sunday until 1938. He never lost his religious convictions. Despite the hardships, inter-war Birmingham provided a positive environment in which talent might be nurtured rather than stifled. Harry was encouraged by his remarkable mother to extend his ambitions beyond the metalwork and tailoring of the industrial midlands. on the other side of the family, uncle richard Whittington had continued his father's brass components business, and gave Harry his first meccano set, a clockwork train and a bicycle, the last of these a passport to explore the countryside beyond the urban sprawl of Birmingham. the world was beginning to open out.
Harry Whittington did have some encouragement in a scientific direction. ernest, his uncle on his mother's side, had a master's degree in engineering from Birmingham University. He was an expert in the use of reinforced concrete and became a well-known engineer in Hong kong in its rapid expansion as a British entrepôt between the two world wars. ernest had even received lectures in geology from charles lapworth FrS, first Professor of geology and the originator of the ordovician system, and one of the heroes of lower Palaeozoic studies. Harry particularly relished one summer holiday while ernest and his family lived near Sutton Park, an urban park in a wild corner of Birmingham that is now a Site of Special Scientific interest. the bicycle freed him to visit them often. Here Harry learned to swim in the icy waters of the pool: he even went on to become junior champion of his school. education Harry Whittington was educated entirely in local schools. From Westminster road infant School he went on to grove lane School, and finally for the sixth form to Handsworth grammar School. His ability was recognized from an early age, and he was fortunate to have such a good school in Birmingham to complete his secondary education. He was surprisingly gifted at sports-good at cricket and soccer, and keen on swimming and athletics. academically, he was becoming enthusiastic for the sciences, especially physical geography, but he also received what he described as a 'sound grounding' in physics and chemistry, French and german.
Fortunately, his ability was recognized with the award of a three-year Birmingham University Polytechnic bursary. at last, the patience of his family was rewarded, for this bursary allowed him a measure of financial independence. this was 1933, in the middle of the most prolonged period of economic recession in the twentieth century. competition for such a prize must have been considerable. the award in Birmingham of a bursary of this kind reflected a tradition of belief in the value of education for all social classes dating from the time of Joseph chamberlain and the foundation of the university. that 'redbrick' tradition suited a young man from modest circumstances very well. Whittington was also very fortunate with his teachers, who attracted him to an honours degree in geology. Professor l. J. Wills was his first geology teacher, an arthropod palaeontologist of considerable distinction before becoming an expert on subsurface geology at a time that most people consider retirement; his was a career to rival Harry Whittington's in longevity. Frank raw was an independent-minded palaeontologist who had written on the ontogeny of trilobites, a subject that Whittington would subsequently make his own. the dynamic F. W. (Fred) Shotton (FrS 1956 ) had newly arrived from cambridge. Whittington graduated with first-class honours in 1936. His external examiner was W. B. r. king (FrS 1949) , who would later occupy the Woodwardian Professorship in cambridge, the chair to which Whittington eventually succeeded. Harry Whittington also remembered with particular gratitude archie lamont, who joined the department in 1936. lamont sadly declined scientifically in later life, but at this time he was an inspiring example, full of informed enthusiasm for ordovician geology and palaeontology. it seemed only natural that Whittington should go on to postgraduate research, and, largely thanks to Wills, he secured one of the new university research studentships. Up to this point in his life Harry Whittington had hardly left the midlands.
ScientiFic woRk

First research
Harry Whittington's early research followed a standard pattern for the time: a PhD thesis based on rocks cropping out over a relatively unstudied patch of ground, which was expected to yield some interesting palaeontology. Whittington's allotted area was the southeastern part of the Berwyn Hills in north Wales, a scenic and remote terrain of many steep, bracken-clad slopes underlain by rocks of ordovician age. Professor Fred Shotton from Birmingham, who supervised his thesis, had cut his own scientific teeth on another, geologically complex lower Palaeozoic area, the cross Fell inlier in northern england; so he would have been well acquainted with this kind of work, although he was no trilobite specialist. Unfashionable though this kind of research work has become, it provided exceptionally good practical training in geological mapping, collecting and field stratigraphy, skills that would come in useful in all of Whittington's subsequent endeavours. the trilobites that the young Whittington collected would have been aids to unscrambling geological structure as well as of interest in their own right. He began publishing in 1938 in the way expected at that time with a paper in Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London (informally known then as the 'QJ') (1)* and accounts of interesting fossil faunas in other journals. By a strange quirk, Whittington's first systematic papers were on brachiopods (2), on which he never wrote again, while in South Wales his friend alwyn Williams (FrS 1977)-doyen of brachiopods-wrote his first paper on trilobites (on which he never wrote again, either).
Whittington continued his research on north Welsh trilobites of Upper ordovician ('Bala') age long after commencing his research on silicified trilobites, described below. in fact, he did not complete until 1968 (13) his Palaeontographical Society monograph on Bala trilobites, which was a logical continuation of his PhD work. this was typical of the man: he was reluctant to leave anything, once started, unfinished-but such later works do really belong with the early period of his studies. His involvement with Bala resulted in his meeting many of the great names in lower Palaeozoic studies, because in 1948 he joined the excursion of the international geological congress to the area, led by the redoubtable graptolite expert Dr g. l. (gertie) elles. H. J. Harrington, r. c. moore, r. kozlowski, l. Størmer, g. Henningsmoen, P. thorslund and g. regnell were all present, and some of them became longtime friends. r. c. moore was organizing Treatise on invertebrate paleontology at the time, and it may have been this meeting that resulted in Whittington's being asked to contribute several chapters to the volume on trilobita (moore 1959); among them, his treatment of the order odontopleurida is still widely used today. During the 1940s and 1950s Whittington became particularly interested in trilobites carrying pitted 'fringes'-harpids, trinucleids and dionidiids-and published systematic revisions of them. Photographic illustrations of trilobites were important to Whittington, and much improved by the recently discovered technique of whitening fossils by spraying specimens with ammonium chloride sublimate, which brings out the finer details. He published a Palaeontographical Society monograph on British Harpidae in 1950 (5), which was the most sophisticated treatment of the group at the time. Such monographs were a hallmark of a serious worker in the mid twentieth century, just as they had been for charles Darwin a century earlier when he published on fossil barnacles in the same journal. they indicated seriousness of purpose and thoroughness of scholarship, and were recognized as such by the previous generation of scholars. During this period there was also much attention paid to the detailed biostratigraphy of the British ordovician, which then provided the international standard. taxonomic studies of invertebrate fossils contributed to debates about the correlation of middle and Upper ordovician strata from north Wales to the relatively completely known successions in the caradoc area of Shropshire that had been worked up by B. B. Bancroft and his successors, including archie lamont, who had inspired Whittington as a student. Biostratigraphy was never a central preoccupation, but a clear understanding of its principles informed his later work. the systematic papers doubtless contributed to his growing reputation, but they were not qualitatively in a different league from others published by his contemporaries, such as Valdar Jaanusson in Sweden, or leif Størmer and gunnar Henningsmoen in norway. Whittington's advance to international prominence came about because of discoveries made in north america, which were to occupy much of his attention for several decades.
SiliciFied tRiloBiteS
Harry Whittington's life took a different turn when he was awarded a commonwealth Fund Fellowship to study at yale University (1938-40) with carl o. Dunbar, thanks once again to l. J. Wills, this time with the support of c. e. marshall. the graduate school at yale was an eye-opener for the diffident midlands graduate, and there was money enough to travel widely in the USa to examine collections. in the US national museum he met g. arthur cooper, who became a lifelong friend and inspiration, not least because of his extraordinary drive. cooper himself was a product of the Depression, and like Whittington he lived to a great age and published a great deal. as he said, he never forgot the value of a dime. in 1939 cooper and Whittington went on a field trip to study the ordovician of the southern appalachians in the company of two other palaeontologists, Byron cooper and Josiah Bridge. this led to Whittington's being offered the chance to study trilobites in a completely new way (figure 1).
in 1941 Harry Whittington published his first results on the new material (3). in the extraction of lower Palaeozoic organic walled microfossils, in particular, limestones are digested in acid to dissolve the rock and leave behind their insoluble residues, including fossils. it was discovered that the residues from ordovician limestones collected in Virginia could also include trilobite fragments. the original calcite that the trilobite exoskeleton was composed of is perfectly replicated by silica at an early stage in the diagenesis of the limestones, and these replica sclerites were not digested by acid. Bulk solution of the appropriate limestones could yield great numbers of sclerites of perfectly preserved trilobites that might be selected by hand picking from the insoluble residues. they were effectively casts of the original exoskeleton made in glass. the details preserved were far finer than it was generally possible to obtain through traditional manual preparation, and even the finest details of spines were faithfully replaced (8). Furthermore, it was possible to see features on the ventral surfaces that had never been explored by conventional techniques. the publication of detailed studies of these fossils over the next two decades altered the way in which the anatomy of the trilobites was understood, and contributed greatly to our knowledge of their ontogeny. Whittington worked at first with the micropalaeontologist William r. evitt (6, 8) before producing a series of monographs in the Harvard University Bulletins of the Museum of Comparative Zoology (9, 12) that have become classics on the morphology and taxonomy of trilobites as a whole. cooper, working at the national museum of natural History, Smithsonian institution, was to achieve similar results in his monographs on fossil brachiopods preserved in the same way. most surprising was the discovery of trilobite larval stages nearly perfectly replicated in silica. the smallest of these are minute, just a millimetre in length. the protaspis larva comprises a single shield, at a very early stage before the differentiation and sequential release of the independently articulated thoracic segments. growth series of trilobites from larva to adult had already been discovered in the nineteenth century by the great Bohemian palaeontologist Joachim Barrande. From the study of growth series of the diminutive trilobite Shumardia (now Conophrys) pusilla from Shropshire, James (later Sir James) Stubblefield (FrS 1944) had proved that during successive instars the sequential release of thoracic segments occurred at the front of the pygidium (Stubblefield 1926; Fortey & owens 1991) . the meraspis stages were those with incomplete numbers of thoracic segments, after which, during the holaspis stage, moulting and growth continued, but without any further addition of thoracic segments to the mature number. the new silicified discoveries added hugely to the array of trilobites for which larvae were known. in some cases, as in remopleuridids and asaphids, the protaspides proved to be very different from early meraspides, being globular and dorsally featureless. the larval hypostome in these examples was, by contrast, relatively large and spinose, well covering the ventral side. these nearly spherical larvae were considered possibly adapted for a pelagic dispersal phase as part of the ordovician plankton. Harry Whittington's documentation of ontogenetic changes in these ordovician trilobites remains a standard work.
as Whittington documented more trilobite ontogenies, it became increasingly clear that small growth stages of related trilobites-and particularly their protaspides-resembled one another (12). this opened up the possibility of new evidence for trilobite evolution and classification: larval form might be used to indicate common ancestry. this has proved to be the case in general and has contributed to the resolution of high-level trilobite classification. Families of trilobites are usually easy to identify, but their classification into superfamilies and orders has proved much more problematic. on the basis of protaspides Whittington was the first to suggest that calymenoids and phacopoids might have descended from a common ancestor, for example. He summarized much of the new information in a paper in Biological Reviews in 1957 (10) . it also became clear that larval trilobites generally had their hypostomes firmly attached on the venter and that species with natant (i.e. unfused) hypostomes were likely to be derived groups. the superb preservation of silicified cephalic sclerites also clarified the mode of attachment of the hypostome in adult trilobites. anterior and posterior hypostomal wings projecting dorsally were related to ventrally projecting apodemes originating on the upper surface of the exoskeleton. Similarly well-preserved material revealed the complex structure of the trinucleid cephalic fringe, proving the precise match between the upper and lower lamellae. any enduring notion that trilobites might compose a primitive and morphologically conservative group was dispelled by Whittington's definitive work.
Harry Whittington continued to work on more conventionally preserved trilobite faunas after completing the major publications on silicified middle ordovician faunas. in particular, he worked with his friend cecil kindle collecting somewhat older ordovician faunas from western newfoundland, from the cow Head group and table Head Formation. these had become 'classical' by virtue of pioneering studies by elkanah Billings in the mid nineteenth century, and rather hasty revisions by Percy e. raymond in the early twentieth century. nonetheless, the field areas on the great northern Peninsula were quite remote in the 1950s and early 1960s, and boat transport was still important. the cow Head group comprises a series of boulder beds that slumped from the margin of the cambro-ordovician laurentian continent. Sorting out the stratigraphic sequence on the cow Head Peninsula is far from simple: fossiliferous boulders must be located and collected, and the minimum age given by the youngest fauna. kindle and Whittington (11) proved that the boulder beds were more or less in order around the peninsula. Harry elected to work on the ordovician fauna of the biggest and richest allochthonous boulder from lower Head (14) . this boulder was rich in trilobites that provided the only information that silicified specimens could not, because here there were many articulated species yielding data on the whole anatomy of the exoskeleton. this was followed by an account of the in situ trilobite faunas of the nearby table Head Formation (15) that remains a standard work on middle ordovician faunas of north american type.
Palaeobiogeography
Harry Whittington's extensive knowledge of trilobites on both sides of the atlantic ocean led him to observe regional patterns, especially among ordovician faunas. Before the acceptance of plate tectonics, mapping out similarities in fossil faunas had been a matter of discriminating faunal 'provinces'. these were large areas characterized by fossil taxa in common that were absent from other parts of the world during the same geological period, which might be typically a stage or series. Whittington's interest in fossil distributions dated back at least to his helping with l. J. Wills's A palaeogeographical atlas of the British Isles and adjacent parts of Europe (Wills 1951) . reviews of such trilobite families as Bathyuridae and leiostegiidae (7) as well as the long-term work being continued in Bala, north Wales, and in western newfoundland convinced Whittington that different parts of the world had differing trilobite faunas during the ordovician. in 1963, for example, he noted that broadly north american and canadian faunas were typified in the earlier ordovician by large numbers of genera and species of the Family Bathyuridae that were unknown on the other side of the atlantic ocean. By contrast, norway, Sweden and the russian platform on the eastern side of the Baltic Sea had numerous endemic taxa belonging to the Family asaphidae (14). Hence he discriminated a laurentian Bathyurid Province from a Scandinavian and russian platform asaphid Province. He returned to the same theme in 1966 (16), in a more comprehensive review recognizing additionally a Selenopeltis Province extending through much of southern and eastern europe, and an Asaphopsis Province typified by endemics of the families Dikelokephalinidae in South america and china.
By 1966 the geography of the lower Palaeozoic was beginning to be understood in terms of the nascent science of plate tectonics. a seminal paper by J. t. Wilson (FrS 1968) used the differences in ordovician faunas to either side of the present-day atlantic ocean as evidence that there had been a far older 'proto atlantic' ocean separating an ancient laurentian continent from its european counterpart (Wilson 1966) . Faunal provinces were rapidly converting into ancient geographical maps. Whittington's colleagues in cambridge, especially John Dewey (FrS 1985) , were quickly applying plate tectonic theory to interpret the ancient appalachian and caledonian orogen as the result of the later Palaeozoic closure of this ancient ocean, which was by now known as iapetus (coined by another cambridge colleague, W. B. Harland). alan B. Smith in the same department was preparing a pioneering series of computed global palaeogeographical maps through Phanerozoic time that became part of a 'classic' published by the Palaeontological association in 1973 (Hughes 1973) . Seeking to put the faunal differences he had remarked previously on a more objective basis, Whittington employed christopher P. Hughes, a recent PhD from Queen's University, Belfast, to compile one of the first databases of fossil organisms in the service of palaeobiogeography. With the use of trilobite data from several ordovician time slices and scaling similarities between fossil trilobite faunas on a computed cluster analysis, the 1972 paper by Whittington and Hughes (19) was a pioneer of its kind. the differentiation of Bathyurid, asaphid, Selenopeltis and Asaphopsis faunas was clear, which also confirmed the existence of iapetus, and-more intriguingly-of a mid-european oceanic separation of Baltica from southern europe and 'gondwana'. the database took account of many larger faunas but made no allowance for different palaeoenvironmental controls on their constitution; indeed, in 1966 Whittington (16) had concluded that there were no facies controls on trilobites. Subsequent work on depthrelated trilobite biofacies showed that there were indeed environmental, as well as geographic, controls on trilobite distribution, and that shallow-water faunas were most critically related to the disposition of ancient continents. applying this principle made the difference between Baltica and gondwana (including southern Britain) particularly clear in the early ordovician (arenigian =Floian) and confirmed the former existence of an oceanic separation (tornquist Sea) as Whittington and Hughes had predicted (cocks & Fortey 1982) .
The Burgess Shale
neither silicified nor conventionally preserved articulated trilobite specimens yield information on the anatomy of their limbs and other appendages, because these were not calcified and were therefore hardly ever preserved. to understand the 'soft' anatomy of trilobites and their contemporaneous arthropod relatives, special preservation is needed. Probably the most famous site for such preservation is the middle cambrian Burgess Shale (ca. 505 million years old) of British columbia, canada, and Whittington led the revival of interest in this celebrated Konservat-Lagerstätte. after its discovery on Fossil ridge high above the town of Field in 1909 by charles Doolittle Walcott, thousands of specimens were collected by Walcott and his helpers and sent back to the US national museum. Walcott described and named various curious species of 'soft-bodied' arthropods and other animals, and sent collections around the world to prove beyond question the authenticity of the fossils. in 1930 Percy e. raymond reopened the old quarry and expanded collecting at a new level on the mountainside; this time the specimens went to Harvard University. although the importance of the locality was immediately recognized, Walcott's descriptions of the fossils were in many ways preliminary, and a modern critical account was overdue. Whittington later identified the stimulus to reopen the investigation as a remark made by the great estonian palaeontologist a. a. opik when he visited Harvard in the early 1960s and remarked of raymond's collection: 'these fossils ought to be restudied'. Digby mclaren (FrS 1979) , then head of the geological Survey in calgary, alberta, was both an old acquaintance of Harry Whittington and in a position to support an expedition to make new, definitive collections-this time destined to remain in canada, partly as a matter of national pride. Whittington was put in charge of the scientific work. Parties of a dozen or more scientists and support personnel spent six weeks making major collections during the summers of 1966 and 1967 (figures 2 and 3). Working up these collections for publication took 30 years; indeed, for some organisms it is still ongoing as this is written.
Whittington's part in the interpretation of the Burgess Shale animals was seminal, and typical of his thorough methodology. He reasoned that it was necessary first to understand their mode of preservation, and to that end he studied the most abundant of the fossil arthropods, known from hundreds of specimens: the 'lace crab' Marrella splendens, a little animal the size of a small coin. He discovered that the same species could present many different appearances according to the way it was preserved. Some specimens are foreshortened from the front or back, others compressed laterally, others again apparently laid out flat (18). He showed that these different orientations reflect their original attitudes at burial, and this contributed to the view that Burgess animals had been swept into their final resting place as part of a slumped sediment package, where they could be trapped in a variety of attitudes, and subsequently 'collapsed' during burial and fossilization. these insights also helped with the three-dimensional reconstruction of the animals, and provided guidance as to where buried appendages might be excavated by careful manual preparation. Whittington also realized that it was necessary to take evidence from several specimens, which must be combined to provide credible reconstructions. By following these procedures, fossil features missed by Walcott were discovered by Whittington (figure 4). Marrella was carefully reconstructed as having a dorsal 'carapace' reduce to two pairs of long spines, two pairs of antenna-like cephalic appendages, the second pair finely setose distally, and posteriorly numerous pairs of biramous limbs becoming progressively shorter. experimentation with photography including the use of ultraviolet incident illumination was also most important: the rather faint greyish or silvery outlines of fossilized limbs required special illumination to catch the light correctly for the unambiguous illustration he required. now the revised descriptions of the Burgess Shale fossils could be made public. Whittington established what came to be a standard protocol for publication, a format that was followed by nearly all subsequent workers. Photographs of critical specimens were accompanied by interpretative drawings to cover all available aspects of morphology. these were then summarized in a reconstruction of the whole animal. only then were speculations about the relationships (or not) of the animal in question given. He always preferred cautious interpretation to follow as objective an account of morphology as possible. He claimed that he was following the meticulous work of his mentor, l. J. Wills, on triassic scorpions. to this extent Whittington might be regarded as essentially conservative in approach: certainly he disliked speculation unsupported by facts, a charge that he levelled in an uncharacteristically forthright way against alberto Simonetta, an italian scientist who began publishing on previous Burgess collections at around the same time. Harry Whittington soon realized that the project would require several scientists to push it forward to the high standard he required. the animals needed to be parcelled out. He called upon his colleagues and friends christopher P. Hughes and David l. Bruton to describe the arthropods Burgessia bella and Sidneyia inexpectans, respectively. a younger generation of research students recruited to further the project became distinguished scientists in their own right, including Derek e. g. Briggs (FrS 1999) and Simon conway morris (FrS 1990) . Whittington always regarded the Burgess Shale project as subject to collaboration under his benign tutelage. Several of the formal descriptions of the animals were published by the royal Society in Philosophical Transactions series B. this was not universally popular in the Society; indeed, i recall one senior Fellow describing the journal as becoming 'utterly fossilised'. However, in the palaeontological world these accounts have already become classics.
one such paper by Whittington and Briggs (26) described the largest of the Burgess Shale animals, one that is now known as Anomalocaris canadensis. By careful detective work they put together as one organism 'animals' that had been described as different species by Walcott. a curious, circular, bladed structure had been named Peytoia nathorsti by Walcott, and had long been considered some kind of cnidarian. What looked like a very large, spinose arthropod limb had been designated as the type species of Anomalocaris. the rest of its anatomy was obscure. a leaf-like structure termed Laggania had defied previous interpretation. in fact, all three were proved to belong to a single organism, and one, moreover, that probably lay at the top of the cambrian food chain. Whittington himself dissected a very large specimen that proved the association of the different parts. He revealed circular Peytoia as a series of bladed mouthparts close to the anterior ventral side of a large, swimming animal (the lateral flaps identifying it as Laggania) with the two, large and curved Anomalocaris appendages in front of it. the last also provided the senior name. it was a sensational discovery, and one that caused a stir beyond the dry description in Philosophical Transactions series B. it helped to present a different view of the cambrian marine world, one in which a trophic structure not unlike that still present today could be deduced from studying a series of apparently strange animals. organisms obviously related to Anomalocaris were subsequently discovered from other localities, at different levels in the Burgess Shale, and in Utah, USa, in china and australia, and in ordovician strata in morocco. Far from being unique, it seemed as though these animals must have swum everywhere in the earliest Palaeozoic seas. the question of the affinities of Anomalocaris and its relatives stirred immediate debate, which has continued. most authorities today regard these animals as a stem group to arthropods sensu lato, and currently classify them in an order radiodonta to encompass these extraordinary cambrianordovician predators. a similar picture emerged of groups initially regarded as particular to the Burgess Shale but now known to be widespread in cambrian strata. Whittington redescribed an animal that Walcott had named Aysheaia and interpreted it as a lobopod animal allied-distantly-to extant onychophora (22). Subsequent discoveries have revealed a wealth of related organisms in china, greenland and elsewhere, proving a previously unsuspected cambrian diversity of this group distantly related to arthropoda. Simon conway morris was concurrently proving much the same for other, unrelated groups such as priapulid worms (conway morris 1977). However, the oddest animals began to attract particular attention. Opabinia, for example (20), with five eyes and an extraordinary anterior appendage (figure 5), seemed to defy classification, and these 'weird wonders' caused interest, even amusement, in the wider palaeontological community. Harry Whittington remained typically cautious in interpreting their affinities.
meanwhile, his colleagues were also steadily adding descriptions of the limbs of a variety of undoubted arthropods to a growing catalogue. Whittington himself returned to trilobites to explore the anatomy of Olenoides, one of the commoner fossils in the Burgess Shale (23). among several new features he revealed that the basal segment of the stout endopods carried a series of exceptionally robust spines, consistent with a view that these arthropods were predators, capable of dealing with substantial prey. But by now it seemed that the trilobites, regarded by charles Darwin as the only cambrian arthropods, were just one among many belonging to the phylum, and their apparent dominance as fossils was only a matter of their dorsal calcification. after Marrella, the Whittington list included Yohoia, Plenocaris, Alalcomenaeus, Naraoia, Tegopelte, Habelia and Molaria, and from Briggs Branchiocaris, Canadaspis, Perspicaris and Odaraia. c. P. Hughes described Burgessia, and D. l. Bruton added Sidneyia. Bruton and Whittington (25) together described Emeraldella and Leanchoilia. the arthropods seemed to be as vigorously evolving in the cambrian as at any subsequent time in their long history. many of them shared trilobite-like postcephalic limbs with an outer gill branch and inner 'walking leg' with a stout limb base. this feature had led previous workers to propose a group termed trilobitomorpha to accommodate them. However, other features seemed very variable: number of head and trunk appendages, the presence or not of what might be interpreted as first and second antennae, details of limb structure, the development of the dorsal carapace and eyes. trilobitomorpha was clearly an arbitrary collection of disparate arthropods, and the trilobite-like limbs of many were simply a primitive feature, of little service in determining affinities. By the late 1980s the time was appropriate to summarize the significance of Burgess arthropods in terms of classification and evolution. conway morris (1986) had described the ecology of the whole Burgess Shale fauna, and posited a series of guilds that were not unlike soft seafloor communities today, whatever the taxonomic affinities of the organisms concerned. the implication was that very many ecological niches were quickly filled by a great variety of marine animals after what came to be widely known as the 'cambrian evolutionary explosion'.
the problem was that the Burgess arthropods did not immediately sort into obvious groups. Whittington had recognized Naraoia (also the rare Tegopelte) as an uncalcified relative of the trilobites on the basis of a perceived close similarity of the arrangement and structure of the appendages to those of Olenoides (21). the lack of an articulated thorax between cephalon and pygidium in Naraoia was an important difference, but less profound than it might seem because such a condition exists in trilobites at the beginning of their meraspis stage of growth. Briggs (1978) had claimed that Canadaspis could be interpreted as a basal member of crustacea; certain other Burgess genera, some with laterally compressed or bivalved carapaces (Perspicaris, Branchiocaris and Waptia), seemed-superficially at least-more crustacean-like than others. meanwhile, from another locality on mount Stephen, Desmond collins of the royal ontario museum had collected an arthropod subsequently named as a basal chelicerate: Sanctacaris Briggs & collins, 1988 (collins and his successor at the royal ontario museum, J. B. caron, went on to make important new Burgess collections). again, there were some Burgess arthropods that might have aligned with Sanctacaris such as the aglaspid-like Molaria, Emeraldella and possibly Habelia. However, Bruton (1981) had shown that the dorsoventrally flattened Sidneyia had only one pair of appendages (the antennae) under the head, which at that time excluded it from being any kind of chelicerate. as for Marrella splendens, the species first revised by Harry Whittington, with its reduced dorsum and long cephalic appendages it resembled no other Burgess fossil closely, but seemed to be similar to Mimetaster, from a Devonian age Konservat-Lagerstätte in germany, the Hunsrück Slate. clearly the cambrian situation was more complicated than it had at first seemed. at the same time, it was evident that eyes could be secondarily lost even in these early animals, because several species were blind that were dissimilar in other features, such as Emeraldella and Leanchoilia.
if the 'regular' arthropods caused puzzlement, the 'weird' ones raised still more questions. Leanchoilia (25) had a huge pair of elbowed anterior appendages of considerable complexity (the 'great appendage') that split into several whiplike branches distally. although blind, in some ways it resembled the many-eyed Opabinia, which Whittington (20) had originally described simply as an 'enigmatic animal'. Leanchoilia was without question an arthropodlike form, but where might it fit in the evolution of the group? Because other bizarre-looking animals were being described from the Burgess Shale with suggestive names such as Hallucigenia, the idea that some of these fossils might be experimental designs-almost recalling the 'hopeful monsters' of richard goldschmidt-became touted in the early 1980s. With his customary caution Whittington preferred to remain non-committal as to affinities if he possibly could. nonetheless, eager audiences waited for the next surprising animal to be unveiled at the annual christmas meeting of the Palaeontological association. By now, c. D. Walcott's early attempts to shoehorn the Burgess fossils into living groups had been completely abandoned.
the interpretation of the Burgess Shale fauna was given a sharp prod by the publication of Wonderful life by Stephen Jay gould, a book that became a global bestseller (gould 1989). gould was regarded with a measure of awe by most palaeontologists, and with equal suspicion by several evolutionary biologists, John maynard Smith FrS among them. What cannot be gainsaid is that as a writer of uncommon eloquence gould promulgated the fame and significance of the Burgess Shale far beyond Whittington's usual scientific circles. He also, rather typically, offered a gould's-eye view of the evolutionary meaning of the Burgess Shale going beyond anything its patient students had articulated, while giving total acknowledgement to the hard work that the investigation had involved, Whittington's especially. gould's contention was that the Burgess Shale proved that there were more fundamental body designs, represented by 'weird' animals such as Anomalocaris and Opabinia-what he termed greater disparity-in the cambrian than subsequently. indeed, some of these designs might merit the rank of phyla elsewhere in the animal kingdom. the idea came to be summarized as 'more cambrian phyla than now' and was incorporated into the cambrian evolutionary 'explosion' scenario to imply that this was a special time of many designs, only a few of which went on successfully to evolve into the current animal world. Whittington himself did not say this exactly, but his caution and reluctance to classify the more peculiar cambrian forms led him to portray (24) the Burgess fauna as many 'soft bodied' lineages passing in parallel from the Precambrian upwards, with no attempt to draw a phylogenetic tree connecting them. as far as arthropods were concerned, he was influenced by the notion due to Sidnie m. manton FrS that 'arthropodisation' had occurred more than once by the acquisition of a sclerotized cuticle by different annelidan ancestors. maybe such a process was not uncommon at the base of the cambrian. His reluctance to draw a phylogenetic tree was rather easily transmuted into thinking of separate origins of distinctive designs (what gould termed 'disparity') emerging from Precambrian ancestors as yet unknown. the outcome would be greater disparity at this time of 'experimentation' than in subsequent geological periods. gould, however, particularly attributed the origin of such ideas to Simon conway morris. Brysse (2008) has further developed a historical account of the emergence of these ideas.
Whittington wrote a general account of the Burgess Shale (27) but was reluctant to be drawn into controversies about how the fossils should be interpreted phylogenetically. He was probably suspicious of easy answers, particularly if they came from those who had not put in the weeks and months of careful preparation and observation. He did not comment on many of the later developments. cladistic analysis of Burgess Shale fossils in the context of living arthropods was first applied by Briggs & Fortey (1989) , since when many further analyses using more sophisticated approaches and larger databases have been published. they generally confirm that Burgess Shale arthropods can be best understood when located as sister groups of the major living arthropod groups or the extinct trilobites, or, like Anomalocaris and its allies, below the living arthropods as a whole, but still within the same major clade. those peculiar segmented animals such as Opabinia with large frontal appendages and several eyes have attracted more controversy, with competing claims about lobopod or arthropod affinities. as regards the other non-arthropod organisms, few researchers would now accept that there are a great many 'cambrian phyla', although the Phyla Vetulicolida and coeloscleritophora are still recognized by some authorities to include groups of some of the most distinctive fossils. these controversial organisms were not part of Whittington's personal remit. the clarity of Whittington's descriptions remains as valid as ever, and will do so for the foreseeable future, because all modern phylogenetic analyses require sound morphological input.
this is more particularly the case now that extensive 'Burgess Shale type' faunas have been found in somewhat older cambrian deposits in the chengjiang fauna of southern china (summarized in Hou et al. 2004) and in the emu Bay Shale on kangaroo island, South australia. related taxa have also been discovered in the lower cambrian Sirius Passet Formation, greenland, and elsewhere. taking all this new evidence together, it has become clear that the earliest known representatives of all fossilizable animal phyla, including chordata, are of cambrian age, and that their stem group relatives may be found alongside them. as far as arthropods are concerned, many of the taxa first named or revised by Whittington and his colleagues, and seeming to be individually peculiar, now have related taxa from other faunas and are evidently members of extinct cambrian clades. even the great appendage arthropods such as Leanchoilia have now been joined by chinese species in the same genus, and by more or less closely related genera such as Fortiforceps.
Late research
after his book on the Burgess Shale was published, Harry Whittington returned once again to the study of trilobites (figure 6). in many cases this work was directed towards the revision of Treatise on invertebrate paleontology, part o (trilobita), to which he had contributed articles in the original volume (moore 1959). the Treatise had set out to provide definitive introductions to invertebrate fossils, and synopses of all valid genera. By the 1990s the old volume was very out of date, because the number of genera had at least doubled and many of the original treatments were sketchy. as lead author of the revision, Whittington was committed to writing much of the introductory part, which deals with general questions of morphology, terminology and classification. characteristically, he found the current state of knowledge unsatisfactory and set about making good the deficiencies. He usefully reviewed what was known about hypostomes, for example (28). Because one of the most extensively quoted trilobites with appendages is the ordovician Triarthrus from new york state he also restudied new material of this trilobite together with John almond, making new preparations and photographs along Burgess Shale lines, although the pyritized limbs posed rather different problems. the result is a clear account of the morphology of the limbs to rival that of Olenoides (29). the summary of decades of his work on trilobites was laid out in the introductory part of volume 1 of the revised Treatise (30), which remains the standard technical work on the group. this introduc- Figure 6 . Harry Whittington at his microscope in the office of the Woodwardian Professor, University of cambridge.
(Photograph taken by c. P. Hughes in about 1975.) tion set down the morphological basis for the synoptic descriptions of several cambrian families by other authors that make up much of the rest of the volume, as it will for the subsequent volumes, whenever they appear. Whittington was 81 years old at the time of publication. although many might have considered this a good time at which to retire, Whittington continued to publish scientific research until the year before his death. trilobites continued to be the subject of his last contributions. Several papers contained the words 'morphology and classification' (31), which probably summarizes two of his most enduring research themes. latterly, Whittington became convinced of the particular importance of characters on the trilobite thorax, which he was certain had not been given sufficient weight in arbitrating on dilemmas in classification. as usual he was correct in the latter supposition, and illustrated such characters with his customary thoroughness. However, it has to be said that his conclusions about classification tended to emphasize the thoracic characters at the expense of all others. Whittington preferred his judgement based on a single important character to cladistic analyses that demonstrated a balance of probability pointing to a different phylogenetic conclusion. all in all, however, it was a remarkable end to a remarkable career to continue publishing beyond his ninetieth year. among palaeontologists, only his old friends l. J. Wills and g. arthur cooper published for as long a period.
PRoFeSSional liFe
First employment
after the completion of his doctoral studies, the award of the commonwealth Fund Fellowship in 1938 gave Harry Whittington an important fillip at the start of his career, but by the time he might have made use of the experience two years later World War ii was at a crucial stage. the conditions of the fellowship required that upon its completion the holder should return home or to some other part of the empire. Whittington was a conscientious objector and did not believe he could enrol in the armed forces. His friends in the christian group at yale discovered that the american Baptist mission Society of new york city was seeking a teacher-preferably a methodist-to join Judson college in rangoon, Burma. this was a college, founded by the Baptists, that enjoyed the status of being part of the University of rangoon. His profile fitted exactly. By this time Whittington was engaged to Dorothy emma arnold (24 october 1904 to 27 august 1997), who had been working as a docent in the School Service Department of the Peabody museum in yale. they were married on 10 august 1940, in Washington Dc, and almost immediately departed by a succession of ships for Judson college, leaving from Seattle. en route they stopped at yokohama, Hong kong (a reunion with Uncle ernest) and Singapore before finally reaching their destination. it was an extraordinary adventure for a lad from Handsworth. But events were soon to prove even more exciting.
in rangoon he was quickly put to work. Dr e. l. g. clegg, of the Burma party of the geological Survey of india, employed Whittington in the summer of 1941 in the reconnaissance geology of the Southern Shan states. But this employment did not last long. after the attack on Pearl Harbor (7 December 1941) Judson college was summarily closed, and Dorothy and Harry volunteered to work in a medical unit driving vehicles from trucks to jeeps, a unit formed by Dr g. S. Seagrave of the Baptist mission, whose base was on the border with china. after what must have been very harrowing times, which Whittington was always reluctant to talk about, the couple eventually reached chungking, china, in January 1943, and went to chengdu (chengtu), Sichuan (Szechuan) Province to join the faculty of Jinling college. this college was one of several refugee colleges from east china that came to join with West china Union University, always supported by the american Baptist mission. in Jinling Harry taught, while Dorothy was secretary to the President, until august 1945. Harry still managed to take a long trek into the borderlands between china and tibet, studying the geology, which he wrote up with his customary efficiency (4). nonetheless this whole period does remind one of the old chinese curse: 'may you live in interesting times'. the Whittingtons did manage to rescue a few oriental artefacts from this period in their lives, which had pride of place in the drawing room in their houses in both cambridges. Few visitors knew about the adventures during which they had been acquired. many years later Harry had to leave Prague after the russian invasion of that city in 1968, when the international geological congress was held there; it must have seemed like small beer compared with his earlier experiences.
Birmingham to Harvard, 1945-66 a letter arrived in chengdu inviting Whittington to join the staff in Birmingham as a lecturer; once again, l. J. Wills played a crucial role in this invitation. the Whittingtons began their journey back to england in a rickshaw. When they got to calcutta, the University of calcutta managed to secure Harry 'number 3 priority', which is why he was able to find a small freighter to take him to london and arrived in Birmingham in october just in time to take his first class. Without such a pass he might have had to wait for six months for a passage. He soon returned to his trilobite studies, but already by 1947 g. arthur cooper had obtained a grant to allow Whittington to work on the silicified trilobites of Virginia, enabling him to visit many of the field localities with W. r. (Bill) evitt, who was already working in the area. Whittington's research interests were gradually becoming more focused on north america, and the publication of exquisite silicified trilobite material was attracting much interest. in 1949 he received an invitation from Harvard University to succeed Preston e. cloud; he was appointed associate Professor and curator of invertebrate Paleontology in the museum of comparative Zoology (mcZ), coupled with teaching duties in the geology Department. it was a great opportunity, and one in which he was supported by his growing band of american friends and colleagues. Before leaving Birmingham, Whittington was able to advise his first research student F. H. t. (Frank) rhodes to try dissolving limestones to extract the then relatively little studied microfossils known as conodonts. these are now among the most important of all fossils for lower Palaeozoic stratigraphy. after publishing some key papers on the subject, rhodes went on eventually to become President of cornell University. He was a trailblazer in a long line of distinguished students to come.
the mcZ was at something of an acme in the mid twentieth century. the Director, alfred Sherwood romer (FormemrS 1969) , was arguably the most distinguished vertebrate palaeontologist in the world. His textbook Vertebrate paleontology (romer 1945) was in use in every advanced classroom, and his knowledge of comparative anatomy might be considered the modern equivalent of that of Baron cuvier. romer and Whittington's colleagues in the mcZ encouraged a broad approach-and one that involved a greater comparison with living arthropods-that would serve him well when it came to studying the Burgess Shale. Standards were high. He had a spacious office looking out on to gardens and he was surrounded by magnificent collections such as the Schary collection of trilobites from the classic sections in Bohemia. His predecessor, Percy e. raymond, had made many more collections. the library had access to journals obscure and mainstream alike. the Bulletin of the mcZ was a ready outlet for large monographs. the years that followed were highly productive, what his former chinese colleagues might have referred to as 'the golden years'. Silicified trilobites were just one of his activities. He began to take on students: W. B. n. (Bill) Berry began his graptolite studies under Whittington's tutelage (and Whittington himself published several graptolite papers); he went on to be Professor at University of california, Berkeley. alan Hunt, alan r. ormiston and Frederick c. Shaw worked on trilobites. this was also the period when Whittington began serious work with the vigorous palaeontologists of the geological Survey of canada, working with cecil kindle in newfoundland, and meeting Digby mclaren, who would further the Burgess Shale project in the years to come. He kept his Welsh work going during sabbatical years from Harvard (one with a guggenheim Fellowship in 1956) and during visits home in the summer vacations, when he linked up with alwyn Williams and Douglas Bassett, later keeper of geology in the national museum of Wales. He advanced up the promotion ladder to full Professor by 1959.
By now, Whittington's reputation was such that scientists were coming to visit him in the mcZ in cambridge, massachusetts. He particularly recalled an arthropod symposium in 1963 at which he met Sidnie m. manton, doyenne of morphology of living species. thus began a long correspondence that he was later to put to use to interpret locomotion in extinct arthropods, including trilobites. like many of his contemporaries, he always regarded manton with a certain measure of awe, and considered her book The Arthropoda (manton 1977) as the sine qua non of arthropod functional morphology. k. S. W. campbell visited in 1965 from the australian national University, as did leif Størmer from norway on a sabbatical year. W. D. i. rolfe came from the Uk, before taking a position at the University of glasgow. meanwhile, Whittington was establishing the logistics of the renewed Burgess Shale excavations with the geological Survey of canada. With all these successful activities it might have seemed that Harvard would provide a permanent home, but it was not to be. Cambridge, 1966 Cambridge, -2010 the invitation from the other, and more ancient cambridge came as a surprise. the Woodwardian Professor of geology is by far the oldest chair in that science in the Uk. it had been occupied by some of the great names in geology, including adam Sedgwick FrS, originator of the cambrian System-and an early inspiration to charles Darwin. to be invited to take such a prestigious chair must have been irresistible. the retiring Woodwardian Professor was oliver m. B. Bulman FrS, the world authority on graptolites. Whether he had any direct influence over the choice of Whittington as his successor is impossible to say, but he, too, was a cautious and meticulous observer, profound but retiring. He was also a man of strong opinions, and some of the other possible contenders for the post may not have had his approval. Whatever the case, by the autumn of 1966 the Whittingtons were in cambridge, Uk, and Harry was a Professorial Fellow in Sidney Sussex college, his college home for more than 40 years to come. With US money behind them, and a decent stipend from the university, Harry and Dorothy were soon able to buy a comfortable, but scarcely showy, detached house in rutherford road, where their chinese artefacts could at last be permanently housed, and a garden could be tended. all the new geology students were invited there, but few got to hear of the adventures of the chinese tea service.
University of
the office of the Woodwardian Professor lay at the far end of the Sedgwick museum on Downing Street in cambridge. to reach the professor's redoubt, the visitor had to pass glasstopped case after case of fossils, all neatly laid out in stratigraphical order, and labelled with linnaean binomials. this remains one of the great collections of (mostly) British palaeontological finds, but those ranks of polished oak cabinets inevitably exuded more than a whiff of the nineteenth century. So, too, did the door bearing the words 'Woodwardian Professor' in painted script. inside, however, the office was both large and well lit, and there was always much evidence of the professor's work on the fossils. it was to become the hub for a new group of research students, especially those who came to work on the Burgess Shale. Harry Whittington had many administrative duties to perform in the geology Department, but he liked to get these done in the morning to leave the afternoon free for research. Unless the matter was important, it was generally better to leave the professor undisturbed while he was about his palaeontology. But he was a conscientious teacher, and always gave a series of lectures for the advanced students who listed palaeontology as an option for Part 2 of their natural Sciences tripos. in the same spirit, Harry often accompanied the spring field teaching trip to St David's, in Pembrokeshire, where there was the chance of discovering the occasional trilobite.
the circle of scientists who gathered around Harry Whittington grew. christopher P. Hughes came initially as his research assistant, and remained particularly close to him through a long subsequent cambridge career. i was his first research student in 1968, working on trilobites from Spitsbergen; terence P. Fletcher, on study leave from the British geological Survey, worked on trilobites from newfoundland during a similar period. Bryan D. t. lynas carried on Whittington's north Wales tradition with a fieldwork-based study of the area around migneint. Philip D. lane was an early postdoctoral worker. Derek Briggs and Simon conway morris joined the Department of geology in 1972 as part of the research student task force to carry forward the Burgess Shale project. at the same time, kenneth J. mcnamara studied the ordovician trilobites of the lake District. Slightly later, in 1975, Paul Selden joined the arthropod group studying eurypterid fossils. later again, Jan Zalasciewicz was recruited to study the type area of the ordovician arenig Series in north Wales. many of these scientists have since had illustrious careers. to select a few: Derek Briggs went on to become the Director of the Peabody museum at yale University; Simon conway morris a full professor in Whittington's department in cambridge; and Paul Selden gulf Hedberg Distinguished Professor of invertebrate Paleontology at the University of kansas. a special group of people were evidently gathered together in cambridge during the 1970s. it was not inappropriate to refer to a 'Whittington school'.
Harry Whittington enjoyed two sabbatical visits to australia. in 1970 he went to canberra at the invitation of k. S. W. campbell, with whom he had worked on silicified trilobites from maine three years previously (17). a decade later he went to Sydney at the invitation of Professor g. m. Philip and B. D. e. (Barry) Webby. australia particularly appealed to him. He remarked to the writer that if he had his life over again he would have been happy living there. But by this time the Burgess Shale studies were moving close to their completion, and duty lay back in cambridge.
near the end of Whittington's tenure as Woodwardian Professor, in 1980 the geology Department merged with the mineralogy and Petrology Department next door on the Downing Site, and the Department of geodesy and geophysics on madingley rise, to form a new Department of earth Sciences. in general the change benefited the students, permitting greater flexibility in courses and eliminating some old rivalries, and Harry Whittington favoured it. Professor e. r. (now lord) oxburgh FrS was particularly vigorous in supporting the idea and was the proposed head of the amalgamated department, although Harry Whittington had done much of the groundwork as chair of the Planning committee in 1978-79. this rearrangement did have implications for the future of the Woodwardian chair, which lost its previous obligatory administrative role in the new, enlarged department. For such a dedicated researcher it may, perhaps, seem surprising that Whittington also undertook several other committee duties for the University of cambridge. nonetheless, he threw himself into this aspect of university life during the late 1970s and early 1980s. He served on the council of the School of Physical Sciences, on the Board of graduate Studies, and on the general Board of the Faculties, one of the most important policy committees in the university. this suggests that he must have been an effective member of these influential boards. He was acting Vice master of Sidney Sussex college, although his devotion to research curtailed any ambition to be master. outside the university he was a trustee of the British museum (natural History) (1980-85)-as it was then known-and sat on the international trust for Zoological nomenclature (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) . He seemed to have enjoyed these latter activities particularly, probably because both related directly to his research experience. He believed in the importance of relatively unfashionable areas of scientific endeavour such as taxonomic nomenclature, and indeed had made various applications to the international commission for Zoological nomenclature in respect of particular trilobite names during the course of his long research career.
Harry Whittington retired in 1983. He was perhaps never a born administrator, although always mindful of his duty, and giving up the chair may also have been something of a relief. the occasion was marked by a surprise dinner in his honour in robinson college to which many of his ex-students and scientific friends were invited. as we have seen, this was far from the end of his research career, which continued to prosper. indeed, the Burgess Shale work received its proper due perhaps a decade after he stood down. given a room in the Department of earth Sciences, Harry continued to publish prolifically, including The Burgess Shale and work on the Treatise. Sandra J. last helped him in matters of computer technology, and to his ex-students it seemed that little had changed. He liked to be at his work very early in the morning, before anyone else had arrived in the department. Frequently he left before lunchtime to go home to Dorothy and the garden. thus the routine continued into the twenty-first century.
honouRS and awaRdS
Harry Whittington received several honours during his lifetime, culminating in the valuable emperor of Japan's international Prize for Biology in 2001, a distinction not dissimilar to a nobel Prize. He achieved this without publishing papers in Science and Nature that are nowadays so often regarded as the sine qua non of international distinction. He preferred to take his time on definitive works and not waste that precious commodity on what he considered publicity. nonetheless, the award of this medal recognized the outstanding importance of the discoveries made in the Burgess Shale quarries. He was first honoured in 1957 by the geological Society of london with the presentation of the Bigsby medal but was to receive their highest accolade, the Wollaston medal, in 2000, an award once given to charles Darwin himself. His american years were recognized in 1983 with the Paleontological Society medal and in 2000 with the geological association of canada medal for contributions to the earth sciences by a non-canadian. But possibly his most treasured medal was the lapworth medal of the Palaeontological association, Britain's own learned society devoted to his subject area. He received the very first to be presented, in 2000.
Harry Whittington took up a number of honorary posts in learned societies, and presided over several of them. in the USa he served as Secretary (1956-62) , Vice-President (1963-64) and President (1964-65) of the Paleontological Society. in the Uk he was on the council of the Palaeontological association from 1967 to 1969 and was subsequently its President (1978-79) . the growth of the association into one of the world's leading palaeontological organizations must have given him great pleasure. His election to the Fellowship of the royal Society in 1971 pleased him greatly. He served the Palaeontographical Society on its council and twice as its Vice President (1967-72 and 1975-78) . in cambridge he served as President of the cambridge Philosophical Society, 1979-82. His retirement projects were furthered by the award of an emeritus Fellowship by the leverhulme Foundation in 1983.
PeRSonality
Harry Whittington was a most kindly man, who earned and kept the loyalty and affection of his many students and co-workers. many became lifelong friends. He was self-effacing almost to a fault, and generous in attributing to his early mentors the inspiration for his subsequent successes. He never forgot the debts he owed to l. J. Wills and g. arthur cooper, in particular, both of whom matched his longevity and his capacity for hard work and careful observation. Whittington surpassed them in the compass of his research and in its significance for other scientists, but he would doubtless have demurred if that had been suggested to him. of his personal qualities, doggedness and methodical persistence were two outstanding characteristics. Very few scientists can maintain such a daily discipline in pursuit of research for years, let alone over decades. He took a genuine pleasure in the success of his students and friends. He would write to congratulate them on any new distinction. His neat hand, leaning slightly backwards, with its characteristically looped 'f' 'g' and 'y', was instantly recognizable; nor did it change between 1938 and 2008.
Harry's personal appearance was also remarkable for its persistence. He had black hair that stayed black into very old age; he simply lacked whatever ageing process normally proceeds to white. With his small moustache he always cut a tidy figure, and only a slight stoop betrayed the years. Until his last year he never used a stick. He enjoyed good health, apart from suffering a dramatically detached retina during the autumn of 1976. in repose his face carried a serious expression, but it would light up readily in laughter. His chuckle was quite infectious. His 'Brummie' origins may have come as a surprise to those who knew him only in later life. He had a distinctive accent, hard to pin down, vaguely transatlantic perhaps, tending to a drawl. When discussing a contentious point he characteristically rubbed one side of his chin while maintaining a sceptical expression. Handsworth would only emerge if he was describing the work of one of his less favoured colleagues as 'daft'-the flattened vowel gave it away. if he had one vice it was smoking small cigars, but this in moderation. He enjoyed wine (he was on the college wine cellar committee) but never to excess. He very rarely lost his temper, but when he did it could be quite dramatic, and often was related to what he saw as lazy science in others. He was a great believer in publication. all his students had it drummed into them that unpublished work might as well not exist at all; nearly all of them followed his advice. Dorothy Whittington presented a great contrast to her husband, although they were very happily married. She retained an american accent that softened not one iota during the many years in cambridge, Uk. Her warm laugh was at the other end of the richter scale from Harry's chuckle. Her admiration for, and support of, her husband knew no bounds. She often came with him into the field, where she was quite famous for making serendipitous finds that outstripped other geologists' efforts, as well as using her botanical training to identify wildflowers along the way. Harry acknowledged in print her contributions to the Bala monograph. they had no children of their own, but Harry was a fond uncle to his sister's two children, as well as a devoted in-law to Dorothy's two sisters. their geological friends and former students became part of an extended family; Dorothy would always bellow with delight if any trilobite visitor arrived at rutherford road, and would offer tea and cake. David and anne Bruton, from oslo, were particularly welcome guests, and returned the hospitality in later years. Dorothy was older than her husband and did not enjoy such robust health, sadly becoming almost blind eventually. Harry nursed her during her decline with a touching devotion, managing all the household chores, but still rising at the crack of dawn to walk the country route into town to put in a little research time.
Harry Whittington grew up in a religious household, and the nonconformist community supported him both practically and spiritually during his difficult early years. He remained a committed christian, although, as in so many things, he was reticent about his feelings on the subject, and would never impose his views on others. nonetheless, his faith surely gave him strength, and the methodist virtues of hard work and duty to friends and family equally informed his life from first to last. He would have considered his modesty as only right and proper. For many years he attended a church in trumpington on the outskirts of cambridge, and some of those who attended his funeral in the same church were surprised that religion figured more prominently than science during the service. rather typically, he had specified 'no fuss', preferring the quiet dignity of a country church to the pomp of a college funeral. the last named is a straight ordovician nautiloid, organisms that Harry was wont to describe (a little dismissively) as 'gas pipes'; the name is a classical rendering by rousseau H. Flower of 'Whittington's gas pipe'. acknowledgementS in preparing this memoir i am deeply indebted to Dr christopher P. Hughes for his help in clarifying some aspects of Harry Whittington's early days, for his bibliography, and for reading through the manuscript and making several suggestions for its improvement. He supplied a rare picture of Whittington at work. Professor Derek Briggs and Professor David l. Bruton were equally vigilant readers, who spotted further errors and omissions, and were both prompt and efficient. David Bruton also solved several ambiguities and kindly provided photographs.
the frontispiece photograph was taken by godfrey argent and is reproduced with permission.
